ANSWERS:

**Nail polish**: Different brands contain different chemicals, so call the Poison Center with the bottle in hand. They can make a mess but aren’t that poisonous.

**Dry ice**: Melted dry ice is safe to use in Halloween punch, but don’t eat the actual ice slivers as they can cause frostbite!

**Glow sticks**: Too tempting for toddlers as everything goes in their mouths. During the holidays, we get a lot of calls about kids eating them. The liquid inside is stinky, tastes bad and is not very poisonous. Call us if you have any concerns.

**Make up**: Rarely very poisonous but skin reactions or rash can be seen.

**Warning: most toxic on the list**

**Button batteries**: Small enough to get caught in kid’s throats or anywhere along the digestive tract- burns or perforation can happen.